
South AfricAn landscapes, treescapes, rockscapes, flower-

scapes and wildlife are the embracing themes of frederike 

Stokhuyzen’s work. She paints only what she feels deeply 

about, her work revealing with honesty and originality the 

wonders and subtleties of the natural beauty around her. 

During extensive travels throughout southern Africa  

and further afield to collect her subject matter, she  

executes watercolours or pen-and-wash drawings on the  

spot in order to capture the full impact of each place and 

ensure correct proportion and perspective. Later, in her  

studio, her oils are painted exclusively with a palette knife,  

a technique that gives her work a dramatic and unique  

quality. her training in design – in particular stained glass 

design – is evident in the stylisation and abstract composition 

of so many of her paintings.

her first exhibition was held in 1960 and she will thus 

celebrate her 50th year as a practising artist in 2010. During 

the last five decades she has had more than 40 solo exhibi-

tions in South Africa and Europe, where her reputation is 

now firmly established. She has participated in numerous 

group exhibitions in these countries, including those of the 

royal institute of oil Painters, the royal institute of British  

Artists, the royal institute (Winter Salon), the Society of 

Graphic Artists (London), the Paris Salon, and the Society 

of Wildlife Artists (London). in addition she has executed a 

number of important commissions for corporate clients in 

South Africa and the uSA. 

Born in Johannesburg of Dutch parents in 1938,  

frederike Stokhuyzen obtained a degree in fine art at rhodes 

university, South Africa, followed by a teaching diploma. 

She then spent a year at the central School of Arts and 

crafts in London, specialising in the design of stained glass 

windows. After returning from London she taught art in 

cape town for a short period before marrying John White, 

with whom she has three daughters. She now works from 

her studio in camps Bay, cape town, South Africa.
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Vineyards
‘Living in the Western Cape one cannot be oblivious of the vineyards, especially 

in autumn, when they provide a breathtaking sight. They are interesting whatever 

the time of day, their colours varying with the type of cultivar and changing with 

the movement of the sun. The Hex River Valley with its dramatic mountain back-

drop to the vineyards is a favourite haunt of ours.’

Autumn Vines, Riebeek West, 2009, oil on canvas, 51 x 77 cm

Autumn Vines, Hex River Valley, 1992, oil on canvas, 

36 x 46 cm

Constantia Vines, 2008, oil on canvas, 36 x 41 cm
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ings (‘finely observed and executed’, noted helen 

holleman, writing for the Festival’s Cue magazine). 

But the special attraction Frederike later offered at 

her exhibition at the Settlers Motel was the artist at 

work. holleman described her own experience in 

Cue: ‘it was especially fascinating to watch Frederike 

painting in oils from one of those working drawings 

– seeing the vision shaped before one’s own eyes!’ 

At a much earlier Arts Festival, 1984 in fact, 

Frederike’s exhibition took place in Grahamstown’s 

City hall and was opened by her brother-in-law, 

Professor ian Macdonald of rhodes university. his 

opening address offered an intriguing look into art 

appreciation and the way the critical eye is invited 

to perceive different objects. it was also, perhaps, 

a tongue-in-cheek sideswipe at how some critics 

tend to over-intellectualise art. Professor Macdon-

ald, acknowledging first that it was probably quite 

unusual to open one artist’s show by holding up a 

work of another artist, asked all those present to 

bear with him as he displayed his ‘object’ for discus-

sion – a sleek, silver, levered corkscrew. he then read 

out a description of that specific object which had 

appeared in an aesthetics journal: ‘the single stark-

ness of its short, ugly, ominous blade-like extrem-

ity, thrusting forward in a manner embodying aggressiveness and masculinity, contrasts formally as well as 

symbolically with the frivolous diminishing helix, which springs freely – but upon a fixed enslaving axis – and is 

pure, helpless femininity. the two motifs are symbiotically sustained in a single, powerful composition.’

‘now, in this case,’ he said, ‘it is the words which invest the art object with significance; the object 

does not stand on its own as art. not so with Frederike Stokhuyzen’s paintings,’ he continued. ‘they do not 

require words or descriptions to be appreciated. they speak for themselves. i think you may see some of her 

admiration for Cézanne, Pierneef and Maud Sumner in the strong design emphasis and somewhat geometri-

cal analysis, which are to be found particularly in her interest with rock formations – and sometimes also in 

her fascination with tree shapes and tones.’

Because I’d majored in design, that always emphasised my work, 

although I sometimes became more abstract and then became more 

representational again. But people were always able to recognise 

my style.  For me it was about my own unique way of saying it, 

so that everybody would say, ‘This must be a Stokhuyzen.’
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Stettynskloof, Worcester District, 2007, 

oil on canvas, 51 x 77 cm

Pines  on Slopes of Devil’s Peak, 1991, 

oil on canvas, 77 x 101 cm

Where subject matter is con-

cerned, Frederike’s creative passion 

is particularly stirred by nature 

in all its guises, from arresting 

flowers, interesting textures of 

bark, and striking groves of trees 

to rock formations and dramatic 

mountainscapes. the energy of 

the landscapes about her is quite 

palpable, she says. Frederike’s 

artistic process starts with identify-

ing an eye-catching scene during 

her travels with husband john. she 

will then either sit in the car or 

settle in a camping chair at the side 

of the road and execute a series 

of small pen-and-wash sketches. 

john takes photographs of the 

same scenes as a backup. these 

pen-and-wash drawings are what she calls her ‘representational’ works; 

they allow her to get her proportions and perspectives correct, as a 

one-dimensional photograph will generally flatten them. ‘my work 

demands astute observation,’ says Frederike. ‘Drawing skills depend 

upon the acuity of the artist’s hand-eye coordination.’

It’s an insightful process as artist engages with subject and a 

deeper understanding is gained while the subject is being interpreted 

in accordance with Frederike’s innate aesthetic approach. In the 

process, certain aspects are accentuated, some details are left out. 

Drawings, like handwriting, carry the personal imprint of their maker.

Frederike’s pen-and-wash works can, and do, stand alone as 

finished artworks but more importantly they provide a reference for 

her larger studio oil paintings. ‘the final painting needs a personal 

interpretation, a totally original version,’ says Frederike, ‘and to do 

this I allow artistic spontaneity to flow, at the same time concentrating 

Frederike’s artistic medium and technique

on simplifying my subject matter and stressing its underlying design 

statement.’

Frederike plans a painting in the following way: she transposes 

the watercolour using a crisscross grid, drawn lightly in pencil across 

the watercolour, which is then scaled up in size across the canvas she 

plans to use (before painting in oils, Frederike uses charcoal on the 

canvas). In this way she realises the underlying geometric construc-

tion of the composition, keeping in  mind the inherent proportion and 

balance of her subject and the plane of the canvas. the vitality of the 

finished work is the measure of the extent to which she herself engages 

in formulating the composition from the original sketch. For instance, 

line can be used to direct the eye, and geometry to structure and 

fracture the composition.

In the execution of her oils, Frederike has only ever worked with 

a palette knife (a flexible instrument generally used for cleaning paint 

off the artist’s palette!), ‘an exceptionally difficult method of painting’ 

according to one art critic. she uses many different sizes of palette 

knife, and it’s a distinctive style she’s successfully made her own.

Once she’s finished a painting, she may leave it briefly, then 

return to it with a fresh eye to check whether it needs a little high-

lighting or a touch more depth using shadow and light. she can’t 

afford to let the oils dry completely, however. ‘the paint should 

always just be pliable.’ 

a writer for the uK paper News and Mail said of Frederike’s 

penchant for the palette knife, ‘it enables her to build up a slight 

texture to give an edge within the composition.’ another noted how 

she achieved both strength and amazing delicacy of line with her use 

of the flat blade.

Frederike uses the edge of her palette knife to apply trans-

parent siennas; Indian reds and ochres convey the dry 

bushveld; her whites sinter as the sun strikes a bird’s wing 

or billowing sail. Flashes of vibrant colour such as those in 

the skirts of the Xhosa women offset the quiet earth shades.

GaIl DOrje, DIrectOr, the cape Gallery

ABOVE  Oxalis, Namaqualand, 1991, oil on canvas, 62 x 42 cm. The oxalis was 

growing out of lichen-covered rocks, creating interesting textural contrasts.

ABOVE RIGHT  Frederike painting in the Drakensberg, c. 1990. 

RIGHT  The finished pen-and-wash sketch that she produced.

Three stages of a paining of a copper beech in Scotland. 2009, oil on canvas, 62 x 46 cm

toP, froM LEft to riGht:

Spoonbills, 1991 

Namaqualand: Spring near Garies, 2001

Impala, Kruger National Park, 2006
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ABoVe  Trees in Kruger National Park After Fire, 2008, oil on canvas, 50 x 120 cm

oPPoSite  After the Storm, Scotland, 2008, oil on canvas, 50 x 120 cm

JOHN DID YOU GET A BIGGER VERSION?



A book that will delight those who  

appreciate fine works of art. this exquisite  

publication features a wide selection of frederike 

Stokhuyzen’s paintings over the past 50 years

Frederike Stokhuyzen
  Born to be an Artist 

If all good painting is based on love and study, the  

mastery of technique and the originality of vision, all 

these combine in Frederike’s work and are the qualities 

which make her paintings haunting and unique

The laTe alFred ewan, a waTercolourIST and lecTurer  

In FIne arT aT rhodeS unIverSITy, SouTh aFrIca. 
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frederike Stokhuyzen in her studio

View of Camps Bay from The Glen, 1993


